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About This Game

Into the Far North we shall take you -- as far as we can by the means of computer
role playing...

UnReal World is a unique combination of roguelike roleplaying game and survival simulation set in the Far North long, long
ago. Throughout the years, UnReal World has been praised for its depth, realism, atmosphere and immersion. The game is

completely open-ended and you decide whether you wish to lead a life of a fisherman, a hermit searching for the peace, a brave
adventurer, a rough hunter, a trapper or a tradesman.

As a member of one of the nine different cultures you'll enter a detailed and enchanting iron-age game world in which northern
folklore, knowledge and way of life play an important part. The world and mechanics of the game are highly realistic, rich with

historical atmosphere and emphasized on survival in the harsh ancient wilderness.

A wide world with vast forests, mires and mountains to roam and watercourses to row is randomly and procedurally generated -
and you can live off the land and explore it on very detailed level. Track animals, set traps, hunt with bows and spears, tan hides,

go fishing, pick berries, cook food, sleep in a temporary shelter or build a log cottage, trade with the villagers, craft items,
interact with cultures near and far -- and so much more.

A few of the key features:
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 turn-based and open-ended - think before you act and live off the land as you please

 random world generation for endless replayability

 intricate procedural world full of wonders both mundane and extraordinary to explore on very detailed level

 no character classes but nine different cultures to choose from

 skill based system including multitude of skills from cookery to hideworking, from herblore to tracking

 detailed terrain generation with diverse and accurate northern vegetable kingdom

 convincing northern animal kingdom with species specific behaviour patterns and feeding relationships modelled in
detail

 keep in touch with the spirit world and the supernatural guardians of nature

 find excitement in surviving everyday life and the quest for success in the harsh ancient wilderness

 detailed combat (and hunting) with many tactical options and galore of weapon, battle experience and combatant related
factors resulting in vivid and rewarding struggles

 no "hit points" but detailed generation of injuries such as bruises, fractures, tears and cuts to specific body locations

 injuries rated to determine their effect to physical activity

 craft items from weapons to traps, build constructions for temporary shelter to log cabins

 moddable crafting, building and flora

 and so much more. Everything is up to you...

The initial UnReal World Steam release doesn't feature Steam goodies such as achievements, trading cards or cloud saves but
there's no end in sight and all of those will be considered in the future.

UnReal World is the longest living roguelike game of all times. It was first released in 1992 and has been continuously maintained
and developed ever since.

Over the years we’ve seen dozens and dozens of new UnReal World versions each of them being complete games of their own, and
still there is no end in sight to working with updates and new versions. UnReal World Steam version out now is the third evolution

of the game (3.*) and a great deal of updates, enhancements and new features to it will follow.

You can get to know it more and test for free at http://www.unrealworld.fi
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this makes me feel like a kid discovering videogames all over again. wierd and hard to explain. worth the 10 bucks i paid for it.
recommended.. This game is the bee's knees!

OCD Grinders will be happy.

Many character classes to customize parties, you think good, you go far.
Or you can brute strength your way thru, that is cool too.

Keeps your attention, that is the point, right?

Magic (later, but not much later), ninja gear, Katanas, ZC kicks you in the face (Brown, green Mohawk kid!) and magic items
that make sense. Bad A$$ magic items to boot (will use em in my dnd game)

So refreshing. Like watching a NETFLIX show that has 3+ seasons and all the seasons are good, filled with violence, sex and
food.

All that you ask for, so far.

Ive only played 3 hours :P

Have at it.. god the controls are awful, felt really clunky.. A fun little game,easy to play.. Its a super ultra good game. Its much
fun and entertaining. Cool for LANS and etc.
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This is a tower defense game with a side view to all the action. You get energy during gameplay and with that energy you can
use it to create and summon your soldiers. The objective of this game is to defeat the opposing tower with your soldiers. It can
be challenging at times and you will have to build up gold to build a strong army to do what you want them to do which is
destroy the enemies tower. You can upgrade your soldiers and skills with gold it will make you really strong to defeat the aliens
that will be encountered. The graphics are alright but the greatest. Its fun to see the battle unfold before your eyes. Some games
can take upwards of thirty minutes and some can take ten minutes to complete. This is a fun game for anyone who likes tower
defense games but not really a competitive choice with the games in the same genre that are out today.. This game is also known
as....squats. "Go Morse Go!" is an addictive little mini-game that has you typing letters in Morse code as quickly as possible.

The game has a unique visual style and a cartoony vibe that I quite enjoy. There are multiple game modes (Tournament,
Survival, Pep rally) and multiple difficulties\/options. You unlock new outfits and characters by playing the game.

What really interested me is that it really encourages you to learn Morse code. It's plain simple, the better your grasp on Morse,
the better you'll be at this game. On lower difficulties, the game tells you exactly what to press, while higher difficulties will
have you looking up the letter on a Morse chart on the side of the screen. If you think you're tough enough, the hardest
difficulty will not display the chart at all.

One thing I really enjoyed while playing Survival Mode on the second to hardest difficulty was that random letters would get
removed from the Morse chart as you progress farther, inciting you to learn Morse to get a good score.

Edit: I originally couldn't recommend this game due to a broken achievement, but the developer has since released an update
which fixed it. I can now wholeheartedly recommend this game.. SUMMARY: A strangely relaxing yet addicting, chill yet
frantic foraging\/crafting experience. Forager takes the classic harvest-craft-survival genre and both simplifies it and ramps it
up. You are an unnamed creature on an island, harvesting resources, constructing equipment, learning skills, and eventually
buying access to other lands. But as the game expands, more and more is unlocked, things become delightfully over-the-top -
whille still being relaxing and managable. A must-play for fans of the genre, though the grind is part of it.

Forager is a game about a puffy little marshmallow of a man who appears on an island with a pickaxe. Slowly, playing him, you
harvest resources and begin to build and to acquire skills. Resources renew each other, so you never run out. It's an almost
relaxing clicker-like game, though early on you'll notice there's a lot of slots for technologies and equipment you haven't
unlocked . . .

Then, slowly, as you unlock skills and pay for new lands you find more resources, more monsters, more puzzles, and more
technology and things get crazy. Soon you'll have mining lasers zapping resources, banks minting money, and lines of furnaces
turning out metals. Forager starts simple. and then gets more complex - yet somehow remains relaxing. As you progress in the
game you can automate resource acquisition and other activities, letting you venture forth while your own mini-empire of
automation churns away.

Forager starts simple, and whenever it gets more complex, it offers ways for you to automate that complexity and unlock new
equipment. You're always navigating towards ways to optimize what you do and find the best way to do more. It's an amazing
juggling act.

The game consists of:
* Resource acquisition.
* Gaining experience by harvesting, building, fighting monsters.
* Unlocking skills as you gain experience, giving you new buildings and materials, as well as synergies of skills.
* Building new buildings to provide utilities, and finding ways to combine them. Many will process materials automatically, and
others provide various automated features like automatically freeing resources.
* Building and upgrading equipment.
* Unlocking new lands with money.
* Performing various quests and solving puzzles you find to gain new advantages and equipment.

Forager does this all with a charming colorful aesthetic and music. It's soothing even when your automated kingdom is churning
away.
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One warning is that the game does get deliberately grindy at the midpoint. That's part of the genre, but forager makes it into a
mix of calm grind (you can just sit around defended by ballistas and let automated mining take place) and frenetic checking.
That might not be for everyone.

So who's this for?
* If you like open world harvesting and survival, this is for you - it's a straightforward yet complex version of that genre,
accessible, but with so many options.
* If you like relaxing games with crafting and setting things up, you may like it.
* If you're big into automating and optimization in games, you'll probably enjoy it.
* If you like any of the above but need a more relaxing experience, its a GREAT choice.. Dark Souls' newest edition to the
franchise is by far the best, however the difficulty is just the only flaw of it. It is simply too hard for casual, or even hardcore
gamers. The soundtrack is one of the major pros of this game, as always in this series. I would rate this game a light to decent
10.. das game ies vary gewd tien / tien MLG and mtn dew ferrr dayzzzzz. The first few fights you get into are either you getting
destroyed by the enemy when they crit you or you doing no damage because their team takes no damage from anything other
than a crit. I spent the better part of an hour trying to make sense of the tutorial and try to find a team that doesn't get one shot
the second I go into combat.. the only way to not get copyright law sue is to take it from some where that not on american
soils.... Asian is the best idea, by the way nice poster, too bad the game get in the way...., the reason why this game dont have
many review because they already write down at the first one already,.... seriously what the point of making a gun girl vs the
zombie when we cant see the girl....
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